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About This Content

Hunger Dungeon Deluxe Edition gives you several permanent unlocks on your account, allowing you to enjoy the huge
variety on offer without any time constraints.

Permanently unlock the original 12 Heroes

 Permanently unlock secondary skins for the original 12 Heroes

Old Prisoner + Chuck Skin
Beast Hero + Red Blood Clan Skin
Goblin Profiteer + Bounty Hunter's Denim Skin
Octo Pirate + Chef Whites Skin
Samurai + Wandering Swordsman Skin
Princess Ranger + Amazonian Huntress Skin
Were-Vampire + Were-Rabbit Skin
Nimble Assassin + Biological Warfare Skin
Vagrant Ninja + Gray Skin
Element Fuse + Merlin Skin
Demonic Knight + Scythe Maiden Skin
Auto Repair + Version 2.00 Skin
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 Hunger Dungeon Soundtrack (Length of time; 7 mins, 30 seconds)

Hunger Dungeon is an ever-evolving title that we hope you will enjoy as much as we do.
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Quite an impressive game. The visuals are gorgeous, B+ level voice acting and there is a tremendous amount of detail in the
games environments. I will say that the early puzzles have been a little bit repetitive. There is also no tutorial on movement. You
need to press the trackpad + trigger to move at a tolerable speed when doing free locomotion. You go the speed of a snail if you
just use the trackpad alone. Also, the environments, while gorgeously detailed, end up being re-visited on several occasions so
hopefully the game opens up with new places to explore. The games lovely title-screen music is also played at certain areas in
the game, and stops when you leave that area. It would have been nice to save that lovely song when pivotal parts of the story are
revealed.

In summary, while a great game so far, I was hoping it would be on the same level as my two favorite VR games of all time that
share similar themes, that being The Gallery and FORM, but it falls just short of them in my opinion. I can still highly
recommend it.

Gameplay video --> https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NAFKYHZUdWw. Great game! Worth the price!. it may take a while
to move but it is a good game with lots to do and you have to take in mind that it is only a beta. A challenging, adorable puzzle
platformer that forces you to think your way into -- and out of -- pretty much every situation the game has to offer.

There are puzzles. secrets. more puzzles. easter eggs, and even more puzzles. These are handled differently than the first game,
which gave you tools to solve the mostly static playfield. This time around, you are plopped in a world and told, "Go" and not
much else.

I know some people wanted more of a narrative, and I can see their reasoning, but I'm okay with having what's essentially a
classic puzzler in a shiny new coating.

If you can tone down the rage, haha, this could be a fantastic game to play with family members -- including kids. Working
together to solve challenges, then celebrating the solution could really bring folks together.

Dig platformers and\/or games that require a bit of thought? Give this a spin. It's almost always on sale, so the risk is minimal. I
do recommend the first game as well, and Two Tribes often bundle them along with one (or both) of their other titles. That's the
way to go, I think.

Happy gaming!. This Game gave me AIDS. If you ever played YDKJ on Playstation 1, this is the game it's based off of. Protip:
Go find the EXE and set it to XP compatibility mode with forced fullscreen 640x480.

Also, this game is completely incompatible with Steam controllers. If you have a living room setup, I hope you have a wireless
keyboard.. Very happy that the space pilgrim saga carries on. And hopefully there is still more to come.
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Fail upgrade to worms 4 mayhem, getting rid of wormpot should tell you a lot. Not to mention multiplayer is totally empty..
Definitely one of the spookier ND games but still worth a play through. It was also one of the harder ones in my book as some
of the puzzles took a lot of patience to solve versus reading things in the environment and being clever.. Absolutely amazing
game - I thoroughly enjoy it every time I play. Would be nice if there were more skirmish maps and add-ons so that other
nations can be used. Other than that though, it's definitely one of the best RTS games I've ever played.. Let me make this VERY
clear. I LOVE this developer, I have all but 1 of his games, they're my favorites and this game is so fun too. But... This is way
too expensive for a 50 level game, it could take you less than an hour to complete it and the replay value is arguably even there.

But my main complaint is this: How on earth is it ok but make a game with no "Reset" and no "Mute" options? It's unexcusable.
Other than that, great game. But these are things that should be on every Steam game worth a damn. so far i have drawn a chair
that i pushed over, sliced bread, and one of those wiggily tube guys mid-existential-crisis,

gonna have to give this game a 10

. If you like RISK, you'll like this game. The menus are easy to navigate and there is a very easy learning curve, so it's a breeze
to get started and begin dominating the planet.. Hey everyone. I am the creator of Superfight. So I am clearly biased in this
review, but it's worth saying that I think they did a great job recreating my game. Thanks, Berserk!
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